THE SJB PLAY TIMES

Hello, yes we`re back, it`s the SJB play times crew back again! This time we`re
putting in an exciting film review, a detailed report on the reading safari, a
riddle, a debate and, of course, our trademark bad joke! We`ve worked
ESPECIALLY hard to extract this information, so we really hope you like our
issue. Bye for now, The amazing, awesome, spectacular reporter, Oscar.
Fortnightly fact
A cockroach can survive for two weeks
with it`s head cut off. It dies of starvation.
The Greatest Showman Film review
The Greatest Showman is a film depicting
the life of Phineas Taylor Barnum, played
by Hugh Jackman. The film is rated PG.
The film shows you how Barnum invented
the circus. Barnum`s posse includes his
witty one liner assistant, Philip Carlisle,
played by Zac Efron. An elegant,
determined trapeze artist, Anne , played
by Zendaya. A woman with a beard and
an incredible singing voice, played by
Keala Settle. And Barnum`s wife
Charity, played by Michelle Williams. The
film gives off a powerful message: no-one
ever made a difference by being like
everyone else. I would recommend the film
to ANYONE. The film is fun and
exciting. I would give it a FIVE OUT OF
FIVE. I hope this review has helped persuade
you to go and see it and if you see it I hope
you like it too. The film also has an
amazing soundtrack with lots of catchy
tunes and songs. By amazing awesome
Oscar 

Dad jokes
What do you call a man with a spade
on his head? Douglas

•

The mythical debate

•
•

K- In my opinion myths and legends are true
H- I see where you`re coming from Ka Wun
but I disagree.
K- Then please may you explain the sightings
of the Loch Ness monster, dragons and
unicorns if dinosaurs lived surely other beasts
could`ve!
H- I know what you mean but many
sightings have been fake for example lots of
mermaid sightings have turned out to be seals
or dougons.
K I see your point Dennett however few
important scientists believe in them as well.
H- That is very true but is there any real
evidence that they once roamed the earth.
Many people who reported sightings were
suspected of just doing it for publicity.
K- Take the dragon for instance: the Chinese
dragon is known throughout the country.
English people have the story of George and
the dragon. Those 2 countries weren`t
connected so how come they both knew about
the dragons?
H- A good example Ka Wun….. And I agree
that some myths may have been based on fact
but I (along with many others) believe that
these legends were merely created to explain
strange events that we now know have a
perfectly logical explanation.
Who do you think is right?
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Hey, it’s the cool Maisie here with a
report on the reading safari. First of
all, we’re going into my view of it.
The people close to the SJB community
read stories to us children. Everyone’s
reaction was unique. Some laughed
some were very surprised. We walked
in our groups to our different locations.
The book genres were also different.
Some were action-packed and other
stories were really nice, some, needless
to say, were… well, strange.
My favourite book was Shifty MC
Gifty and Slippery Sam: The
diamond chase. Lady Kate is really
appealing and beautiful.
My least favourite book (sorry space
fanatics), was Voyage into Space. To
me, the book seemed wearisome.
Now let’s see from the others:
Rose, year 3, liked Charlie and Lola
whereas Brieaze, year 4, liked Shifty
MC Gifty and Slippery Sam: The
diamond chase. Mr Wilson read the
poems in his poem book with passion.
Maybe teachers do live in school?
From the cool
Maisie! 

